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With the exception of a few good older varieties, these are all new ones I have gotten 
this year. 

Fresh cut leaves (F.L.) 35¢ unless marked otherwise. Rooted cuttings (R.C.) 50¢ unless 
priced otherwise. No cuttings of varieties marked *«. A few small plants (S.P.) only 

where priced. First come, first served. Very limited. 

AFRICA =-Dark gr. "Holly" type leaf, large dark blue bloom. 

*ALBINO GIRL BLUE= Green and white girl foliage, blue flower. 
*APRICOT MIST = Lovely semi-double, apricot pink. 
AUTUMN = Large, fluffy, double dark blue; dark wavy red=backed leaves. (S.P. 50¢) 
AZURE BEAUTY = Double white, with blue or lavender markings; plain foliage. 
BLACK CHERRY=- (Mrs. Jo Ann Anderson's), Huge dark wine, bronze standard foliage, 

red reverse. F.J. liOZ. R.C. 60¢. 
BLUE CLASSIC = An unusual dbl. pale blue with darker edges. 
BLUE PINK = Double pink girl with bluish overcast. 
*BOUNTIFUL SUPREME =- Extra large dbl. pink, heavy foliage. 
BLUE NOCTURNE = Large wavy, light blue dbl., fluted foliage. 
BOYCE EDENS = Lovely two-toned orchid and purple. 
BY REQUEST - (Dr. Reed's) Double pink, girl foliage. 
*CACTUS GIRL =~ Deep lavender, red fringed blooms on heavy foliage. 
COLONIAL PINK = Deep pink single, good tailored foliage. 
CORONA = (Fischer's) New lilac colored Geneva with fine ruffled white edge, slightly 

waved. Medium green foliage. F.L. hO¢; R.C. 60¢. 
*DOUBLE APPLE BLOSSOM = (Hankadale) Blush and pink double - good. 
*DOUBLE BLUE ROSES = Rose orchid and white flower, rather quilted leaves. 
DUKE = Huge double, bright sky blue flower. Prolific bloomer. 

EMERALD QUEEN = Double white and blue; petals often backed with chartreuse, girl 
foliage. F.L. 50¢. R.C. 75¢. Limited 

EMPEROR WILHELM - Large deep blue flower, large girl foliage. 
FANTASY PINK WINK = Large pink blossom, usually splashed with deeper pink or cerise. 
FRIAR TUCK = Huge, fringed, blue flecked with white bloom, "Holly" type foliage. 
FRILLY FLUFF = Lovely double white fused with orchid, light green foliage. 

Fel. Og} RC. 602; S.P; 60¢, 
FRIVOLOUS PINK - oT Heavily frilled, deep pink, dark green wavy foliage. 

SP. 50¢. 
FRIVOLETTA - (Tonkadale's) Wavy double lavender with waved foliage. 
GRACE POPE - (Tonkadale's) Double plum, waved petals. A favorite with everyone who 

sees it. 
GRAND CHAMPION =~ (Lyon) Large, deep, double pink. 
HI LOA PURPLE = Very dark foliage, almost black. Deep purple bloom. 
HOLIDAY SPORT = (Lyon) A sport of Holiday, deeper colored flower and foliage. 
DOLLY DELIGHT = Pale green. "Holly" type foliage. White with blue flowers; unusual. 
LAURA =- Large lavender bi-colored double; golden eye, on good foliage. 
LITTLE ARISTOCRAT - Deep blue double on almost black, red backed foliage. 
LONGFOLIA = Double blue. Bold new foliage. Large blue flowers. 
LONGFOLIA = Double purple, new dress, beautiful purple flowers. 
LONGFOLIA = Double red, same lovely new foliage; deep wine bloom. 
*%LORNA DOONE ~ Deep wine bi-colored double, fringed bloom; wavy foliage. 
*MARY THOMPSON = Giant, wavy double lavender bloom, wavy foliage. 
MINNA JANE = Large double blossom, close to a true rose. S.P. 60¢. 
*MULTIFLORA PINK =- Large frilled double pink; wavy foliage. 
*MULTIFLORA WHITE =- Large double white, frilled bloom; wavy foliage. 
NANCY HANKS = Light blue fringed bloom, semi-supreme foliage. 
NORTHERN PEONY = Tremendous dark ruffled double pink. Pronounced girl leaves. 

| FL. Ods R.C. 602. 
NORTHERN PINE = Light blue semi-double bloom. Deep green pointed, spooned leaf, 

very ruffled edge, shows dark back. Unusual. 
NORTHERN DAWN - Large, ruffled, deep double pink. Profuse bloomer. 
ORIENTAL = Dark, red backed, spooned leaf. Blue flower. 
PINK GLACIER = Vibrant pink frilled flower. Deep green foliage. 
PINK CARESS ~ Deep pink. Heavily fringed blooms. Dark bronze wavy foliage. Super. 

F.L. 40¢; R.C, 60¢. 
PINK MIRACLE - (Fischer's) Large pink blooms, deeper pink, slightly ruffled edge. 

Blotch of deep rose pink in center. New and different. F.L. 50¢3 R.C.75¢ 
PINK SEQUIN - (Fischer's) Vibrant, almost flourescent, reddest pink tone, semi- 

dwarf grower. 
*%QUEEN HI = Very dark, large double purple blooms, Dark girl foliage. 

RAVEN = Silver-backed, double deep blue on girl foliage. 
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Fall Supplement - Page 2 

RED MAN = Red bloom on dark, red=backed, rough foliage. 
ROSALINDE = Semi-double, deep wine, bicolored bloom, Supreme foliage. 
ROSEMINE - (Tonkadale) Medium pink double. Terrific bloomer. 
SAWDUST = Dark foliage; bristly hairs, blue bloom. Very unusual. 
SCARLET FUCHSIA = Double medium to dark blue bloom; dark green, red-backed foliage. 

SEA QUEEN - Largest, fringed, pale blue single, bronze girl foliage. 
SKY BLUE PINK = Spooned girl leaf, cupped pink blossom fused with blue. 

STEPHANIE - Creamy pink version of Pink Caress; heavily fringed. Granger's 1957 
National winner. Very news RL. 602; S.P. 60¢3 F.L. Od 

SUGAR BABE - Two toned lavender plum, white border, girl foliage. Small grower. 
STAR BLUE - (Lyon's) Petunia flowered. F.L. hO¢d; R.C. 60¢. Limited. 
STAR PINK = (Lyonts) For the first time petunia flowered and pink in color. 

F.L. 50¢3; RoC. 75¢. Limited, 
TAMA PINK - Rather small growing girl, bright pink blooms. 

WHITE GODDESS -(Granger's) Very new. Lovely white cupped blooms with heavy frill. 
Dark green girl foliage. F.L. hO¢; ReC- 60¢3 S.P. 60¢, 

“WHITE ORCHID - Heavily fringed white blooms in profusion on wavy foliage. 
F.L. hO¢g; RoC. 60¢. 

“WHITE PRIDE SUPREME - Extra large double white bloom; tailored foliage. 
WHITE PUFF - (Granger's) Fluffy white double. Dark green wavy foliage. 

I have leaves rooting of all varieties on my spring list, except a very few that I'm 
out of at present. I have plants of only a few varieties though. Better ask before 
ordering. 

READ CAREFULLY BEFORE ORDERING 

I will replace leaves or plants that do not reach you in good condition, if notified 
immediately. If you lose some of the leaves through propagation (not my fault) I will 
be glad to replace them free with future orders. 

Rooted leaves will have small plants started, whenever possible. Where leaves are 
slow in sending little plants, or where the supply is short, I may have to send just 
well rooted leaves or substitute another variety. I will not substitute unless 
absolutely necessary. If you do not want a substitute tell me and I will return your 
MONCY « 

On orders under $3.50 please add 50¢ to help pay postage and packing costs. 

I will start shipping about September 15th. I send all orders "Special Handling" 
unless you request otherwise. Air Mail and Special Delivery are extra on all orders. 

My plants are state inspected and declared free of diseases and insects. Come and 
see them when you are in Sheridan. Please call first. My phone number is 2010 J. 
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